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In 1955 Berman used his photograph
of Cameron as the cover of his lit
erary and arttistic journal Semina
1 and included in the issue a repr
oduction of a drawing she had made
the previous year during her first
experience with peyote, whitch she
had taken after hearing a leccture
by Aldous Huxley. Who else but Ang
us MacLise could have done the cov
er illustration for the program of
Herko's The Palace of the Dragon P
rince?  (Who else but George Herms
, with his ties to the black magic
of the Semina Circle, could have d
one the set design?) He arrived in
black tights and a leotard, with a
fierce archaic face mask painted o
n his face, and whispered to us to
kill all the lights: house lights,
stage lights, everything. I notice
d he was in toe shoes. Then I stoo
d silent, in awe of what was about
to happen — something sacred and d



iabolical all at once. Freddie had
an antique wall sconce with a mirr
or, the kind that used to hold a c
andle, and he lit the taper he had
placed in it. And in that dark and
suddenly silent theatre with his b
ack to the audience, he began labo
riously and slowly to go down onne
side aisle of the theatrre, across
the front below the proscenium, an
d up the other side. En pointe. Th
e only music was the soundd of his
deliberately exaggerated and labor
ed breathing. And the slow scrapin
g of his toe shoes on the rough fl
oor. The light, the flickering lig
ht of the candle reflected his pai
nted face in the mirror in his han
d
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Many of Roth's major
works can be underst
ood as kinds of diar
ies. In the mid-1970
s, he attempted to r
ecord a y ear of his
life through rubbish
, collecting, and pr
eserving all rubbish
less than one or two
sixteenths of an inc
h thick. The resulti
ng work, Flat Waste,
celebrates and subve
rts the ordering pri
ciple of thee diary.
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I think there are some —
but not that many — people
who, when they read something
or see something, seriously conceive
of themselves as creators or
makers or changers of the
world. It can be any
of those — you might just
stay home and play your
flute, but that’s making something,
and all of that goes
into the changing of a
world. But just going, “Oh
wow, look at this,” doesn’t
do anything. - Diane DiPrima
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Two-hundred people is what
I’m estimating were in all
the cities that Ginsy reached
in ’56 — Allen Ginsberg, when
he first did Howl. But
in each city he put
all those people together with
each other. I think 200
of us were at first
in communication, but a lot
of change happened; I’m not
saying any one of us
did it, but a lot
of change happened in people’s
heads, really, it had to
happen. - Diane DiPrima
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their idea that
art can accommodate
the high, the
low, the middle,
the sideways, the
backwards, the constructive,
the destructive, the
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dramatic, the miniature,
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Tao Lin: I feel that
the “information age,” or whatever
I am in—defined, currently,
for me, as “nearly always
having two browsers open with
two Gmail accounts, StatCounter, Twitter,
Facebook, one or two writing
projects, and an iPod and
cell phone in use”—is
probably not more intense, alienating,
or “overwhelming” than a forest,
zoo, or Barnes & Noble
poetry section. Accurately, without “distorting”
it with post-existential things,
like sociology, or something, everything



“outside” of me is “information”
that “goes into me, causing
me to feel or think
things.” I can imagine myself
“going insane”—I have concrete
images for “losing control of
reality”—in each of those
four contexts.
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dolphins felt their heads
were pieeeee slides very
alert. they fell asleep
in the wound goat for a
sad year dreaming into th
field. their sadness was
pink like a butter knife.
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dada is a round furry
movement of sounds
like used cars. dada
is fun of peace like
duchamps fountain pen
or something sinister
and emptiness in a
movie. literature
became a kind of fire
corn telephone e. e.
cummings. at myth school
i like ourselves for
quite a while being a
non tornado dot sock
despite walt whitman
attached to the buddha.
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teenager suffice to
say. in r denie par
such/upl realist,
like balcony plot
dawn, or the lack
of individual riots.
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in high school poetry was good.
everything embodies a personal leaflet.
my world view was different from sociology.
being healthy decisions/thing is still valuable logic.
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we're were wear where
we're were wear where



we're were wear where
we're were wear where

we're were wear where
we're were wear where
we're were wear where
we're were wear where

we're were wear where
we're were wear where
we're were wear where
we're were wear where

we're were wear where
we're were wear where
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long-term baseball mirrors extinguish halloween
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exits a space
of self-pig sentences
still lack some
pieces of
furniture pie is not
a puzzle.
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1.

So, if you actually listened
to what the president was
saying, he was saying it’s
common sense that the existing
laws should be enforced. Well,
that’s like saying, you know,
the sun is going to
come up tomorrow morning. I
mean, it’s saying nothing.

2.

the sun is going to
So, if you actually
listened mean, it’s
saying nothing. too
w hat the president
was come up tomorro
w morning. I saying
, he was saying it’
s that’s like sayin
g, you know, laws s
hould b e enforced.
Well, common seense
t hat the ex isting

3.

the sun is going
So, if you
listened mean,
saying nothing.
w hat the



was come up
w morning. I
, he was saying
s that’s like
g, you know, laws
hould b e
Well, common
t hat the ex
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fish bat
jaws

braided with gravity
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a hallway grace

cold
from the toes
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bird shoe
oval

slivers the mirror
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monk smoke
ribbons
abandoned tumult
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tendril fish piano
stifled
from the walk
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skin eye
derives

curved bone

during
a span

of puppets
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oil artifice
making language
from poems
of the 1980s

vortex of
inversely tamed
swordfish

kneads not mine
the socio-cult

the toxic teeth
of the chimera
appear around
a pear
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in what of moment
in the is history

this this moment
we have it autonomous

are without quotes

to the words mask
other not is
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america inside transforming death
unfold created outside

within as democratic
limitless poem
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alligators: congregation
antelope: herd
ants: nest, army, colony, swarm
apes: troop, shrewdness
asses: pace, herd, drove
baboons: troop
badgers: cete
bears: sloth, sleuth
beavers: family, colony
bees: grist, swarm, nest, hive
boars: sounder, singular
buffalo: herd, troop, gang, obstinancy
butterflies: flutter
buzzards: wake
camels: train, caravan, flock
caribou: herd
cats: clowder, cluster, glaring, pounce
caterpillars: army
cattle: drove, herd
chickens: brood, peep
cockroaches: intrusion
cormorants: gulp
cows: kine
crocodiles: bask, float
crows: murder
deer: herd
dogs: pack
doves: arc, dule, flight, pitying
ducks: paddling, flock, raft
eagles: aerie, convocation
eels: bed, swarm
elephants: herd, memory
elks: gang, herd
emus: mob
ferrets: business
finches: charm
fish: school, shoal, haul, catch
flamingos: stand, flamboyance
flies: swarm, cloud, business
foxes: leash, skulk, troop
frogs: army

geese: gaggle, skein



giraffes: herd, corps, tower
gnats: swarm, cloud, horde
goats: flock, herd, tribe, trip
goldfish: troubling
gorillas: band, troop
grasshoppers: cloud
gulls: colony
hares: down, husk
hawks: boil, cast, kettle
herons: sedge, siege
hippos: bloat
horses: herd, band, string, team, stable
hounds: mute, brace, pack
hyenas: cackle
jays: band, party, scold
jellyfish: smack, brood
kangaroo: mob, herd, troop
larks: exaltation
leopards: leap
lions: pride
lizards: lounge
mice: nest
moles: labor
monkeys: barrel
moose: herd
mules: barren, span
otters: romp
oxen: team, yoke, drove
owls: parliament
oysters: bed
parrots: company, pandemonium
peacocks: ostentation, pride
pelicans: pod
penguins: rookery, colony
pheasants: bouquet, nye
pigs: drift, drove, sounder
porcupines: prickle
porpoises: school, crowd, shoal
prairie dogs: coterie
quail: bevy, covey
rabbits: nest, warren
raccoons: gaze
rattlesnakes: rhumba



ravens: unkindness
rhinoceroses: crash
sardines: family
seabirds: wreck
seals: pod, rookery
sharks: school, shoal

sheep: flock, pack, hurtle
snakes: bed, knot, den, pit
sparrows: host
spiders: clutter
squirrels: dray, scurry
starlings: chattering, murmuration
storks: mustering
swallows: flight
swans: bevy, herd, bank, wedge, flight
swine: sounder, drift, herd
tigers: ambush, streak
toads: nest, knot
trout: hover
turkeys: rafter
turtles: bale, dole
walruses: pod, herd
weasels: pack, colony
whales: school, pod, mob, gam
wolves: pack, rout
wombats: wisdom
woodpeckers: descent
zebras: herd, zeal
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Since the mid-1990s, when
multinational corporations began convincing both
parties to vaporize the trade
and tariff policies that built
this nation's economy, the United
States has lost almost 1,300
textile mills,

The economy is kind of being
strangled, We underestimated how much
uncertainty may have contributed to
a lack of desire
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soil soup soul suit
soot sate set

soil soup soul suit
soot sate set
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The sun at 11:26PM.
The sun at 11:27PM.
The sun at 11:28PM.
The sun at 11:29PM.
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it snowed on the 977 rainbow sleeve july.
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not that anyone noticed
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not this again
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no, that's not what it's about,
that's what it is. all 14 of them.

playing video games
history of colonial Virginia

no, that's not what it is, that's
only how it got started. all 14
of them.
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not this

storytelling
176
14
5

walking
77
14
5

toes
59
14
5

moral
59
14
5

chaotic
59
14
5

finger
59
14
5

spigot
86
14
5

theft
59



14
5

situationist
176
14
5

seasonal
86
14
5

curtain
86
14
5

realism
77
14
5

group
77
14
5

zone
59
14
5

hierarchy
95
14
5

matter
77
14
5



copy
59
14
5

literal
77
14
5

hexagram
77
14
5

triangle
86
14
5

infidel
59
14
5

defiant
59
15
5

heretic
68
14
5

language
68
14
5

gather
59
14



5

decipher
68
14
5

waste
68
14
5

fiction
68
14
5

root
68
14
5
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] emphasis. . . strikes
away the idea that a story is symbolical (
that it stands for something, instead
of being that something
); and at the same time that it is meant to
explain anything. . . .
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/\/

Why should such words be
as the words of common
speech? They are not uttered
to carry ordinary information from
man to man, or to
give advice or an order.

/\/

man to man, or to
Why should such w
ords begive advic
e or an order. as
the words of comm
onto carry ordina
ry information fr
om speech? They a
re not utterednot

/\/

man to man, or tore not utterednot
Why should such wom speech? They a
ords begive advicry information fr
e or an order. asonto carry ordina
the words of commthe words of comm

/\/
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And then comes the sentence:
Bfei auw their myth head is.

And then comes the sentence:
OI aeuiauw their myth head is.

And then comes the sentence:
Scjaefioe their myth head is.

And then comes the sentence:
meaningl their myth head is.

And then comes the sentence:
sp ritua their myth head is.

And then comes the sentence:
the n virtu w are their myth head is.

And then comes the sentence:
ev sp m pros cha their myth head is.

And then comes the sentence:
swelling lang their myth head is.

And then comes the sentence:
swelling lang their ordinary fre sinc utte.

swelling lang their ordinary fre sinc utte.
swelling lang their ordinary fre sinc utte.
swelling lang their ordinary fre sinc utte.
swelling lang their ordinary fre sinc utte.
swelling lang their ordinary fre sinc utte.

And then comes the sentence:
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snow book center mouth
spontaneous androgyne

such as uninterrup interrup
written in soft gift

inscriptions on the function
shets autonomous love

rolls notice resemblance
mothe appearic communa

eroticized pantheistic orde
ring in chaotic divin

no notio no sta no individua
indecipherable assaulting
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The underlying narrative
centers around One
-who-goes-about-
picking-up-discarded
-things,

also called Scavenger.
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/\/

give wave interference bass with

indivic taand the are

they drag explair the sea upon judges couch

/\/

diminish the bour want
through paper appliances

/\/

there is a state empty diffe spectral

it is a war

/\/

the steam steak in code
authors anarchic birds
flutter instructions

/\/
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at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
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at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there



at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
at what that his this her there
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on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
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on non no not nor our note
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on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
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on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note



on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
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on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
on non no not nor our note
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sidewalk
sidewalk sidewalk

sidewalk
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groups of related
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Maybe sidewalks
billions of them, baby sidewalks
mommy sidewalks daddy sidewalks
pink, brown, snot-green, white,
orange, shocking-red, Da-glo blue
-- all over everything, floors,
ceilings, inside of drawers,



in the sink, on the silverware,
on the sheets and pillowcases...
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the intuitive practice
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glut sentence knot apparent
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eaten that which the crea err

processes poetry
than can know
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to disclose, and
then transcend, the
intimate and universal
degradations of life
in today’s fully
pornified male culture.

it is clear
that at the



core of the
uprising is a
subjectivity in revolt
against the idea
that business should
be the paradigm
for everything.

Marx said that
revolutions are the
locomotive of world
history. But perhaps
things are very
different. It may
be that revolutions
are the act
by which the
human race traveling
in the train
applies the emergency
brake.
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you couldn’t tell if it
was a guy or a
girl. Its face really didn’t
look like either. The body
was just plain, and it
didn’t come with clothes, so
everybody made clothes for them,
cutting out felt and gluing
it together and making a
house out of a shoe box.
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was a guy or aout of a shoe.
girl. Its facemaking a house
really didn’'tt together and
look like eitht and gluing i
er. The body wutting out fel
as just plain,es for them, c
and it didn’'tody made cloth
hes, so everybcome with clot
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The issue of the identity of
the model is no more interesting
than the possible symbolism of any
other detail. When I prepare each
character I have to consider what
I'm working against; that people are
going to look under the make-up
and wigs for that common denominator,
the recognisable. I'm trying to make
other people recognise something of
themselves rather than me.
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themselves rather than me. r people
recognise somethi The issue off the
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Betwene Muscamunge and Chawanook vpon
the left hand as wee
passe thither, is a goodly
high land, and there is
a Towne which we called
The blinde Towne, but the
Sauages called it Ohanoak, and
hath a very goodly corne
field belonging vnto it: it
is subiect to Chawanook.

Indian currency was called Rawrenoke
(Roanoke) and was white beads



that were traded as chains
or lengths (arm lengths

The Algonquian word roanoke is
translated to mean: to rub,
abrade, smooth or polish (as
in making roanoke, peak or
wampum beads
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In what follows, we examine
some of the curious lexical
, grammatical, and stylisti
c features of w hat we call
International Art English..

We consider IAE’s origins,,
and speculate about the fut
ure of this language throug
h which contemporary art is
created, promoted, sold, an

d understood. Some will rea



d our argument as an overel
aborate joke. But there’s n
othing funny about this lan
guage to its users. And the

scale of its use testifies t
o the stakes involved. We ar
e quite serious.............
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of the curious lexicalo the stakes in
, and stylistiscale of its uswhat fol
lows, we examinee quite seriousArt En
glish..othing funny abspeculate about
the futd our argumenta consider IAE’s
origins,,aborate joke. Bpromoted, sol
d, anh which contempfeatures of w hat
we callguage to its usof this languag
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Lesser Periwinkle (Vinca minor) AKA Blue Buttons,
Dicky Dilver, Ground Ivy, Sen Green, Periwinkle,
Death's Flower
The Lesser Periwinkle plant (Vinca minor) (pictured)
is a plant native to central and southern Europe,
and is also found as far afield as the Caucasus (to
the East), and in southwestern Asia in Turkey. Has
clear lavender-coloured flowers with asymmetrical
petals. The plant was mentioned by Chaucer as
"Pervinke rich of hew".
It is also associated with the Virgin Mary because
of its colour, and also with Venus.
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Reserpine mediatedbo-controlled tria
depletion of monoaa randomized place
mine neurotransmitantidepressant iin
ters in the synapsto be an effective
es iss often citedst compound showwn
as evidence to theerpine was the fir
theory that deplett.[2] Notably, res
ion of the neurotrered antidepressan
ansmitters cauusesactually be consid
subsequent depresse action that caan
ion in humans (c.fa calming, sedativ
. monoamine hypothng reserpine havve
esis). However, thant roots containi
is claim is not wimade out of the pl
thout controversy.rs claim that teas
The reserpine-indua myth, while othe
ced depression issresearchers to bee
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...so i explained it to him, in detail: this is what i do.
he went to his room for half an hour and came back with a page of writing.
he handed it to me and said, so that's all there is to it?
i said, that's all there is to 30 minutes of it.
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the reopin mysa readyn
bad or good taste
owner trap
of readymad dictionary
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methods what
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weather inscribed
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snow from a theme of snow
already a galvanized
paragraph
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concludes delivering
such a replica contour
against limits imagined
craving

the mind of the alligator
at the same time

pharmacy of snow

bicycling
in the winter kitchen
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house experimente
fishing lamps
cement domestic
handlebars

raft of mannequin
cat language aura

renewable aluminum



decades dipped
in tomato suit
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1.

garlic colors
refuse
the industrial beyond

2.

In 1973 Architects and
theorists Charles Jencks and
Nathan Silver wrote Adhocism:

The Case for Improvisation.
Jencks coined the term
in 1968. It can

be applied to many
human endeavours, denoting a
principle of action having

speed or economy and
purpose or utility. Basically
it involves using an

available system or dealing
with an existing situation
in a new way

to solve a problem
quickly and effectively. It



is a method of

creation relying particularly on
resources which are already
at hand. Forty years

later, we have a lot
of materials at hand;
as we have noted

before, recycling is over-
it is time for
reusing, repurposing, upcycling and

making something new out

of the detritus of the boom.

3.

livirh result frorr erase
retelling choice subexacerb
excommessa the un

resulting the is
divided by the realities

4.

makand makoper makork

subverted are the ba incorporat
the histor fabricat
the dissect map ethical clues hybrid

maktir makth makarc

playing with perforated fire

5.

retail organic beauty wastes
brandished culture consumes



cardboard disposable aftermath
sundown on the glob
as a research-ba howling cu
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pure restraint curates
a pornography of form
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wire spells stances
that poem not I Am
culture-centric
dependence
conceptually multiple
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artifice tangibly mimics
the interpretations of nature
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jumbles metaphor seduct
suitcase couch bears
narrative dumps
recombinative splendor
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passing material sea
the eye processes
experiential flicker
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granite marks strain
laminated time

ancient pulp fuels
fragile experience

inhabits a scarcity
of surfaces
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plywood endured the road.
journeys once barns
neglect
unravels of the eye.
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flaws in the jeep anonymous
societies depix fabrics
fou sidewalks wash
identities of focused herring
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shoplifting traditions
in writing mulls the
recollected children
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narrative subtext engineers
them rose

puppets electromagnetic
bacteria

hybrid imaginary breezes
consume the humming beach

provokes our lighf
the sculp artifacts

ubiquitous
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/\/

interpru myth hat materials
dualitio symbcflux
migrates pornographic chaos

teleph interchangeable
ballpoint causal textures
vulnerable remainders

scavenge our initials

/\/

participax expressions audcon
society between realities



participatory war mythologic
switchblade prin ma perioc
bunk groceries concrete merp
fragmink salty layers map
improvised mop conglomerates

/\/
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1.

in psychological cardboard
sleep by peering the box
paralysis

2.

in psychological cardboard
as depth reoccurring
there is box incorporating
response

3.

in psychological cardboard
an ambulance locates
threats to the kidnapped
certainty
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endlessly available nothing
through thought is
permanent nor
simpl explor wor
contingent reciprocal remake
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funct fluctuaates thrives
thefts enough to invent
everyone taxidermal
detritus subjects
floral chaos
to narrative sampling
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encompass beans decorate
declarations
of interdependent
material consequences
overwhelming wallpaper
dissonance to express
discarded selves
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wastes meditative repetition
weaves experiential
configurations
functic range
of manipularior currents
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pipes gamble collapse
around miniature ash
degrades detailed
infiltrations

people are rarely
composed of living
plants
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moth sponge hidden
in purloined assem
blage
whirling kitchen



skyscrapers
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dynamic amplifiers
bet propellers
bicycle peoperties
riders on the moon
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didactic cowboys triangulate
utilitarian plummets our
astrophysical desires
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psychologid infinitely
prototypes reassemble
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actions speek lounger
than coats between
the paper and the caulk
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